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Mr. Möhrle, you first studied civil engineering and then went on to
study theology. In that context, you had to learn the ancient
languages of Latin, Greek and Hebrew. It certainly wasn't an easy
feat – especially not for an adult. What were your first experiences
when you started to study languages?
Werner Möhrle: My experience with studying languages really started in
school. I had no problems at first, but after a few years, and with
increasing vocabulary, my results slowly deteriorated. It wasn't that I
didn't study my words, but that the contents I learned didn't make it to my
long-term memory. I ended up repeating 9th grade.
By what method did you study at first?
Werner Möhrle: I wouldn't call the way I did it then a study method at all. I
copied the words from the school book into the vocabulary book and
repeated them from there until I remembered them.
But I knew that I would need a different strategy for the ancient
languages that I needed for my studies. I started to study literature that
dealt with sustainable and effective learning. I found the 1-2-8-30
principle there1. According to this, a word is first learned on day 1,
repeated on days 2, 8 and 30, and systematically transferred to longterm memory that way.
Since I couldn't find any vocabulary-learning boxes that met precisely
this principle for every single word, I had to be creative. After all, I
wanted to try out this method I had discovered and enjoy the success it
promised – And I found that I really could, with increasing enthusiasm.
Within one school year, I successfully completed the Latinum and
Graecum, and the Hebraicum only took me a quarter of a year.
1

Jost's law (according to Prof. Dr. Johann Dotzler)
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The "original version" of the 2-6-19 learning system
Photo: W. Möhrle

You are considered the inventor of the "2-6-19" learning system.
What are the great benefits of your system? What are its essential
differences from other learning systems?
Werner Möhrle: Conventional vocabulary learning boxes have a certain
system of repetition with three to six compartments that grow larger
towards the back, but repetition of words is subject to the diligence of the
individual user, and the repeat intervals are very different and will
naturally vary. From a psychological point of view, the increasingly large
compartments look like a lot of work, dampening or even suffocating any
joy in repetition. The decisive benefit of "my" learning system is that
every single flashcard is automatically repeated at precisely the same,
increasingly large intervals.
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The user does not need to think about how many words to repeat – the
number of words for every day remains small and manageable (as many
as there are in the first box), which of course also positively impacts
learning behavior.
(Explanation: the numbers 1-2-8-30 represent time intervals, the
numbers 2-6-19 the numbers of the compartments into which the
flashcards are put to comply with the intervals)

The "study of teaching and learning" is a large field. What is the
didactic principle behind "2-6-19"?
Werner Möhrle: It is ancient knowledge that he who finds joy in a thing
and is motivated will learn more easily and more effectively – but if you
don't really enjoy, e.g., languages, yet still have to learn them for school,
of course you don't want to put a lot of time into them either. This is
where "2-6-19" has some benefits. The manageable number of words to
be reviewed minimizes the work effort while optimizing and maximizing
success. Motivation will grow again as well with increasing success, of
course.
It is also possible to adjust the principle to individual memory habits by
adding additional repetition loops.
Another positive aspect is that only five to ten words at most are learned
per day. That doesn't sound like a lot and therefore also motivates the
learner. In fact, however, ten words per day means that one will have
learned about 1500 words in half a year, which is a considerable
number.
HAN-Bürogeräte implemented further important principles in the
development of "croco 2-6-19". The design is very attractive in shape
and color, down to the colorful "Smarties" on the lid and the option to
individually design the cover insert (fun factor). Pushing the individual
boxes around (clockwise) also adds to the fun in use. – Pencil and
eraser are included. The lid remains on the box and cannot be lost or lie
around loosely in the room, without being in the way while studying
(handy). –
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Furthermore, the flashcard file can be put in a shelf with folders (without
the cards falling out of the compartments), clearing up the desk and your
view. You won't have to keep looking at your work all the time. Multiple
sets also do not need to be restacked all the time.
All of these are psychological side effects that shouldn't be
underestimated. The "croco duo" archive box, holding words that have
reached the long-term memory and are therefore taken out of the
croco2-6-19, adds another benefit. The increasing number there will
visualize growing learning success.
Tell us about a few examples from practice. For which l subjects, l
age groups and l learning types is the system particularly suitable?
Werner Möhrle: l Of course, the system is particularly suitable for foreign
languages, since the flashcard size is suitable for having a term or even
short sentence put on them. But that's not everything! Generally,
anything that fits on a flashcard can be learned this way. (Dates from
history, nomenclatures and formulas for chemistry, medical terms, e.g.
for the preliminary medical exams, i.e. for students of medicine or
physiotherapy, plant names in German and Latin for landscapers, etc.
Some people use this system to memorize all the car license plate
abbreviations in Germany, names and faces or national flags). If you
need more space, you can use the flashcards as a placeholder and keep
an A4-sized file folder on the side that holds the questions on the front of
an A4-page and the solutions on the reverse. There's no limit to your
imagination here. The system can be used universally. –
l I recommend the learning box starting in grade 5, though parental
support is helpful in grades 5 to 7. It is most helpful for children when
they are able to use the learning system from the time at which they take
up a foreign language. Effective and sustainable learning is more and
more important in light of the G8 introduction.
For children who find academics hard and would prefer to go and play
outside, I recommend adding some extra motivation. For example, one
may award a point after every time they use the box, and then mom
and/or dad can do something with the child that the child likes a lot and
won't be able to do very often otherwise for every 20 points. –
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The week before last, I was talking to teachers who want to use the
learning system in elementary school. Since that project is still in its very
early stages, I cannot say anything about their experiences with it yet.
l There is no upwards limit in age. I have heard very positive feedback
from adults who are learning a language at an adult education center. –
One thing remains: the contents won't memorize themselves. Everyone
needs to do that on his or her own. The flashcards have a decisive
benefit over vocabulary books, however. Everyone will be familiar with
the effect that one often knows the next word in the vocabulary book
before asking it, because the brain may also remember the order or the
place where the word is written in the booklet or book. This can be
prevented by mixing the flashcards when studying so that every word will
be reliably memorized and known based on meaning. Furthermore, the
words can be taken along anywhere and memorized, e.g. while using
public transport.
Writing the flashcards by hand is also very important. Writing like that is
already part of the learning process, and not comparable to typing into a
computer. We also need to remember that the words must be written by
hand in tests and exams as well.
You use your learning system in the classroom. What are your
experiences or those of your students with the "2-6-19" system in
practice so far? Are there parts of the learning system that could be
developed further based on the experience gathered?
Werner Möhrle: All students who learn with this system will experience
success – some sooner, others later. Even skeptics who bought a box
for one language first came back after a while and bought another for the
second one.
Your method is, in fact, deemed particularly motivating. What is its
secret?
Werner Möhrle: Success!
(Leopold von Ranke: "Nothing is more convincing than success.")

